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ABSTRACT
A simplified mathematical model for application in analytical x - ray
photogrammetry is detailed and its incorporation into an x-ray photogrammetric system primarily designed for use in orthopaedic studies of
prosthesis loosening is described . Further, a computational outline of
the system is given' and a description of current applications in orthopaedics is presented, along with a discussion of attainable accuracy and
precision .
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INTRODUCTION

As part of a cooperative research endeavour, a laboratory for the
application of x-ray photogrammetry in orthopaedics has been established
by the University of Washington and the Veterans Administration Hospital in
Seattle . Over the past few years the analytical x-ray photogrammetric
system developed to support this research has been routinely employed in
such investigations as the determination of patellar tracking motions
(Lippert et al . , 1976) and in studies of prosthesis loosening in complete
hip and knee replacements (Veress and Lippert, 1978; 1979) .
The mathematical model employed to date in the x-ray photogrammetric
system (Veress et al., 1977) follows the classical formulation of traditional analytical photogrammetry where all elements of interior and
exterior orientation are determined. Variations on this approach have
also been reported by Kratky (1975). For the present orthopaedic appli cations of the system, such a formulation appeared to the authors to be
unnecessarily cumbersome from a practical point of view, given the nature
of the fixed control frame employed for the system calibration (Veress
et al . , 1977) . For this reason an alternative mathematical model was
sought . The more practical simplified (though rigorous) formulation
presented in this paper is a variation of the spatial intersection model
employed in stereoplotter perspective centre calibration .
The spatial intersection formulation has been incorporated into the
x-ray photogrammetric system and an experimental evaluation has been
carried out . However, at the time of writing (November, 1979) this
updated system, which also employs a redesigned control frame, had not
been used for routine patient studies .
In this paper, a computational
outline of the modified system is given and the mathematical formulation
is developed . Further , a broad description of present applications in
orthopaedics is outlined and the experimental verification of the system
precision and accuracy is discussed .

COMPUTATIONAL OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM

The computational basis of the present analytical approach to stereo
x-ray photogrammetry closely parallels the approach often used in traditional photogrammetric surveys : Initially , multi-line spatial intersections
are carried out to determine the three - dimensional coordinates of the
two anode perspective centres (analogous to spatial resection) . This is
then followed by two-line space intersections to compute the coordinates
of the target points in the image space . To facilitate the determination
of the projection centre coordinates, a fixed three-dimensional control
field is employed. This control frame, which is illustrated in Figs . 1
and 2, provides the reference coordinate system for the image space .
Further, the base of the control frame serves as a reseau plate, which
allows for the correction of film deformation and certain other systemati c
errors inherent in the x - ray system (see Hallert , l970 , p . 20) .
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Fig. 1 illustrates the general geometry of the x-ray photogrammetric
system.
In describing the role of each system component, it is helpful to
consider the single ray of radiation emanating from the right anode focal
spot (perspective centre) CR ,passing through the plexiglass top of the
frame at a point of known coordinates P', through the reseau plate at P"
and recorded on the image or film plane at P"' . This ray forms, for
mathematical purposes, a straight line as the refraction effects on the
beam as it passes through the plexiglass plates of the control frame are
negligible .
The initial step in the computations is the transformation of the
image coordinates of point P"' on the radiograph into the coordinate system
of the reseau plate, i.e., into the control frame reference system . For
this transformation, a linearized form of the standard projective equation
is employed. Such a transformation not only models any first order affinity within the x,y image coordinate system, but also allows for the
partial compensation of second order image distortion and non-parallelism
between the plane of the film and the plane of the reseau plate. While
it is desirable to have the plane of the film flush against the control
frame base, there is a physical limitation in that the film must be
housed in a cassette, which includes a pressure plate. The reseau crosses
engraved on the control frame base have their centres filled with radioopaque dental alloy .
Such "spots" of alloy, which also mark the control
points on the plexiglass top of the control frame, show clearly definable
images on the x-ray photographs. A portion of a typical "resection" radiograph, showing both reseau and control frame points, is shown in Fig. 3.
As a result of the initial image-to-plate coordinate transformation,
the coordinates of point P" are established in the reference system of the
control field . The two known points P" and P' now define the straight
line along which the anode perspective centre CR lies. By determining
two or more such lines passing through the control frame, the coordinates
of point CR can be obtained by spatial intersection. The mathematical
model adopted for this multi- line intersection is described in the following section . A similar process is then carried out for the left anode
and the determination of the coordinates of the perspective centres CR
and cL in the reference coordinate system of the control field is thus
complete.
Following the " anode resection" phase, the plexiglass top of the
control frame can be removed. On subsequent replacement, this plate,
on which the control points Pi' are engraved, recaptures its calibrated
position to within a few tens of micrometres. With the removal of the
control plate the subject or object being imaged can be positioned in
the image space between the anodes and the reseau plate ; this being
illustrated by the position of target Tin Fig. 1 . The aim of the second,
or intersection phase, is to determine the three-dimensional coordinates
of selected target points .
The two anodes are oriented in a convergent configuration and they
are positioned such that a synchronised exposure will result in the
right-hand side of the image plane "seeing" only radiation from the left
focal spot CL and, similarly, the l eft- hand side of the film area
recording radiation only from the right anode CR . As a result of the
synchronised exposure , target T (see Fig . 1) will be imaged in two
locations, TL" ' and TR"', on the film plane. Following the initial trans -
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formation of image coordinates to their equivalent reseau plate coordinates,
the positions of points Tr/' and TR" are obtained in the reference coordinate
system . Thus, the spatial position of T is determined as being the point
of intersection of the rays CLTR" and CRTL". The algorithm used for the
two-line intersection is the same as that employed for the " resection"
phase of the computations .

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

A variation of the mathematical model employed in the spatial intersection method of stereoplotter perspective centre calibration (see, for
example, Duyet and Trinder, 1976; Ligterink, 1970) has been adopted for
the present x-ray photogrammetric system application . The fundamental
formula of the model is provided by the equation of a straight line joining three points in the image space: the x-ray anode perspective centre
C (x ,y ,z), a target point P' (x' ,y' ,z') and its corresponding image point in
the plane of the reseau plate P"(x" ,y" ,z"). Introducing direction
cosines £, m and n, this equation is given as
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Expansion of Eq . (1) yields three linearly dependent equations, of
which only two need be adopted :
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Or , in matrix notation:
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To obtain a point of intersection, in this case the coordinates of
the focal spot C(x,y,z) two or more lines passing through that point are
required. The resulting overdetermined system can then be solved by the
standard unit-weight linear least-squares technique :
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where A is the coefficient matrix, L is the vector of absolute terms and
X is the vector of unknown coordinates .
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Eqs. (2) are linear in terms of the parameters X = (x y z),however,
they represent non-linear functions in the case where the spatial point and
image point coordinates, (x', y', z') and (x", y", z"), are treated as
observations of known a priori precision . In seeking a more rigorous
formulation, Eqs. (2) are first linearized . This gives rise to the following condition equations containing parameters X:
BV + AX + E = 0

( 5)

Here, B is the matrix of partial derivatives of Eqs. (2) with respect to
the coordinates (x 1 , y 1 , _ z 1 ) and (x", y", z") , A is the rna trix of partial
derivatives of terms in A with respect to the parameters, and V and E are
the residual and discrepancy vectors .
Adopting initial approximations x 0 ,y 0 and z 0 for the parameters, the
matrices ·B. and A. for a single line i are given in expanded form as
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Finally, the vector of parameters is given as XT = (dx dy dz), where dx,
.
. ' t '1a 1 approx1ma
. t '1ons x 0 , y 0 an d z 0 .
dy and dz are the correct1ons
to t h e 1n1
In solving for the unknown parameters X, normal equations are formed
according to the method of least squares:
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where W is the weight matrix of the observations. For the present application W will be diagonal in the adjustment to determine the coordinates of
each anode projection centre and block diagonal for the subsequent two-ray
target point intersections. The dimensions of the vectors and matrices
comprising Eq. (6), for a spatial intersection of n lines, are as follows:
B(2n x 6n), A(2n x 3), W(6n x 6n), V(6n), X(J), and E(2n).
The a posteriori precision of the parameters is given by the variancecovariance matrix
( 7)

where 0 2 is the a posteriori variance factor.
0

Approximate coordinates of the point (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) can be calculated
using the overdetermined system which is represented, albeit for a single
line, by Eq . (2) and computational algorithms have been formulated for the
calculation of the coordinates (x,y,z) by Eq . (4) and via the more rigorous
least-squares approach, Eq . (6). From a number of test computations it
became apparent that the calculated coordinates x 0 , y 0 and z 0 typically
fell within the standard error ellipsoid around the rigorously derived
estimates x, y and z.
In the mathematical formulation outlined, control frame target point
coordinates are treated as pseudo-observed quantities subject to adjustment within the constraints imposed by their respective inverse covariance
matrices . For the present experiment, the control frame was calibrated
photogrammetrically . Eight exposure stations were set up, four adjacent
to the reseau plate and four adjacent to the top of the control frame,which
was laid on its side . The camera station configuration was such that there
was a strong convergency of camera axes and an approximate photographic
distance of two metres . Six reseau plate points and five control frame
points were imaged along with twelve auxiliary object points which were
common to all exposures . The resulting photogrammetric data was subjected
to a self-calibrating bundle adjustment and the adjusted three-dimensional
target point coordinates were output with their respective a posteriori
variances and covariances . For the adjustment, a priori standard errors
of~ 30 ~m were assigned to the x,y object point coordinates (z=O) on the
plexiglass reseau plate . These coordinates had previously been measured
using the plotting table of a Wild A7 . Thus, the plane of the reseau plate
provided the reference coordinate system and the points on the top plate
of the control frame were then coordinated in this system .
Following the photogrammetric adjustment a conformal transformation
was performed whereby the x,y coordinates of all 45 marked control points
on the plexiglass top plate (also measured using the A7) were transformed
into the reference frame coordinate system using , as common points, the
five points whose object space coordinates were determined photogrammetrically . Estimates of absolute coordinate precision were obtained
from the a posteriori variance- covariance matrix.
Having described the mathematical formulation, it is useful at this
point to mention a systematic perturbation of the mathematical model which
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the authors believe to be the main limiting factor in any enhancement of
the geometric precision of the present x- ray photogrammetric system .
In
the spatial intersection method , as in the more traditional photogrammetric
resection/intersection formulation (Veress et al ., 1977), each anode
perspective centre is assumed to be a mathematical point source of radia tion . The focal spot is, however, a small surface of varying diameter,
typically 0 . 3 to 2 . 0 mm . With radiation emanating at different points on
the surface, a systematic disturbance of the mathematical central projection is effected . The magnitude of the resulting systematic errors in point
coordinate determination can be quite significant when compared to antici pated design precision and some quantitative estimates will be given in a
fol l owing section .

APPLICATION IN ORTHOPAEDICS

The principal area of application of the x - ray photogrammetric system
described is in the determination of three- dimensional displacements between
skeletal structures and prosthetic implant components .
It is envisaged
that the system has a wider application outside the field of orthopaedics,
though the requirement for a fixed control frame for implementation of the
simplified mathematical model may preclude its practical usage in some
research areas - orthodontics , for example .
In the following paragraphs
a brief outline of the procedure adopted in applying the x - ray photogrammetric system to the determination of prosthesis loosening in complete
hip and knee replacements is given .
Under the present hypothesis (Veress and Lippert, 1979) , a prosthesis
is deemed to be loose when about 1 mm of interface motion exists between
the implant and the socket in the bone .
In order to measure prosthesis/bone
interface motion, stainless steel balls are implanted in both the prosthesis and the lateral cortex of the bone to serve as landmarks . By taking two simultaneous radiographs of the patient in an unloaded position,
that is, where no body weight is exerted on the prosthesis, three dimensional coordinates of the landmarks can be determined . Following the
x-rays of the non-weight bearing position, a similar pair of radiographs
(or one large single image) is obtained with the patient exerting his body
weight on the leg being examined . The three - dimensional coordinates of
the landmarks in this loaded or weight bearing position are then computed
and after an appropriate transformation, or calculation of point- to - point
distances , the extent of relative prosthesis motion can be evaluated .
In applying the x-ray photogrammetric system in orthopaedic studies
of prosthesis loosening , the individual steps are as follows : Initially,
the control frame and the anodes · are set up in the desired geometric
configuration (anode separation approximately 1 . 1 m, a convergence angle
subtended by the projection axes of 40° and a photographic distance of
about 1 . 7 m) . A pair of radiographs is then taken to provide data for
the " resection " phase . Following this , the top plate of the control
frame is removed , leaving only the reseau plate, and the patient is
positioned in the image space .
Radiographs are then taken for the unloaded
and loaded positions and , if desired, the procedure for the " resection "
phase may then be repeated to ensure that there was no movement between
the anodes and the control frame during the process .
In the foregoing,
only a broad outline of the application to prosthesis loosening determina tion has been given. For a more detailed discussion the reader is referred
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to Veress and Lippert (1 978) , where a description of the system prior to
its modificat i on is also given .

DISCUSSION OF SYSTEM PRECISION AND ACCURACY

In determin i ng the extent of prosthetic component loosening , data
obtained from the x - ray photogrammetric survey of the implant in the
bone , for both the weight and non- we i ght bearing posit i ons , are compared .
At present there are two approaches to this determination . First , if
only the magnitude of the relative displacement between the prosthesis
and the landmark system in the bone i s required , this can be achi eved by
examining the point- to- point distance variations encountered between the
loaded and unloaded positions . Second , if rotational components of any
motion are sought , a three - dimensional conformal transformation is carried
out , mapping coordinates obtained in the weight bearing pos i tion into
their equivalent non- weight bearing position coordinate values .
The
landmark system in the cortex of the bone provides the common points for
this transformation . The following discussion will be confined to an
assessment of the accuracy of the x-ray photogrammetric system, as
i ndicated by the a posteri ori precision and accuracy of distances and
distance discrepancies obtained in experimental test applications .
As a result of the x - ray photogrammetric survey , two or more sets of
landmark coordinates are obtained along with estimates of the precision of
these three - dimensional coordinate values .
The variance- covariance matrix
L:
of the coordinates of a particular target point T. provides a
m~~sure of its absolute precision within the reference~coordinate system .
However , since loosening is determined through an examination of distance
variations it is appropriate to consider the reliability of the calculated distances . Applying the general law of propagation of variances ,
the variance of the distance d . . between points T . and T. is given by
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The structure of E becomes b l o c k - diagonal since the coordinates of the
points T . and T . are computed by independent two - line intersections .
~

J

Appropriate statistical tests can be applied to ascertain whether
the distance difference in question represents significant prosthesis
loosening . As has been ment ioned, a pain and discomfort threshold moti on
value is thought to be about 1 mm . Using the present x -ray photogrammetric
system, with the geometric configuration described , a typical magnitude
range for the distance standard error is 45 ~m < ad ·. < 6 0 ~m . Thus ,
significant motion can be determined at well below ~Jthe lmm level, since
the standard error of a distance difference a d ·. has an upper bound value
6
of about + 80 ~m .
~J
The value of the standard error ad . . indicated by Eq . (8) is determined on the assumption that each anode~Jperspective centre is a mathe matical point . To quantitatively assess the effects on final distance
determinations due to perturbations caused b y ray s emanating over the
surface of the focal spot, a number of experimental determinations were
made of known fixed distances , both on a simulated subject model and on the
control frame . Comparisons with known photogrammetrically determined
distances were made and these indicated that a more practical estimate of
ad· . would be about~ 90 ~m when using a digitizer of about 40 ~m accuracy
~J for the initial image coordinate observations .
For example, in one
test of 105 distances , the discrepancies ranged in magnitude from 1 ~m to
230 ~m , with an overall measure of accuracy being the RMS value of ~ 97 ~m .
Adopting the value ad . . ~ + 90 ~m yields a distance difference precision
estimate of a d · . ~ ~~l30 ~m . However , in a more recent test , emp loying
6
a digitizing
~J table of somewhat higher accuracy to that used in the
above mentioned application, a val ue ad · . ~ + 65 ~m was obtained from a
sample of 36 distances.
~J
In summary, for the present geometric configuration, which is designed
primarily for orthopaedic application in the determination of prosthesis
loosening, the expected accuracy of. the x- ray photogrammetric system
described is of the order of 0 . 1 mm for distances between implanted landmark points . While the a posteriori precision of landmark x and y
coordinates is of a slightly higher order , it is cons i dered that the main
factor limiting attainable precision and accuracy, apart from the resolution
of the digitizer presently employed for the i n itial x,y image coordinate
measurments (about~ 40 ~m) , is the perturbation to the rigid central
projection mode l . And, as a secondary factor, components of residual
s y stematic error introduced in the photogrammetric calibration of the
control frame .
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